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Abstract
In Japan, the number of reports of rubella has increased since 2012, with 14,344 cases being reported in 2013. Rubella infection in a first-trimester pregnant woman 
could result in congenital rubella syndrome (CRS), which causes serious complications. Many municipalities across the country have implemented programs to 
control the spread, such as offering a subsidy for the vaccination. The aim of this study is to evaluate the vaccination program for a couple planning pregnancy. We 
defined two different vaccination models-one for couples and one for females only-in order to compare cases of the program. Economic evaluation was conducted by 
calculating the benefit-cost ratio (BCR) and net present value (NPV), analyzing from three perspectives: of the society, of the payer for healthcare service, and of the 
healthcare service recipient. For the base case analysis, rubella cases in 5,564 men and 1,727 women and 34 CRS cases were estimated to have been averted. The BCRs 
of the couples’ program for society was 0.27, and the NPV estimates were approximately -6,111 million yen. The BCRs of the females-only program for society was 
0.37. If the price difference between vaccine cost and subsidy is 1,189 yen, there is no effective cost value for the couples’ program from the recipient’s perspective. 
Incidence, vaccination costs, and subsidy were relatively sensitive parameters. Overall, the female program was preferable to the couples’ program.
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Introduction
In Japan, a rubella epidemic used to occur once in every five-year 

period; however, epidemics have been averted since the Preventive 
Vaccination Law was revised in 1994 [1]. Nevertheless, the number of 
reports has increased again since 2012. In 2013, 14,344 cases of rubella 
were reported, which is the largest number of cases reported after the 
system changed from a sentinel event report to a total number report 
[2]. This epidemic was characterized by a high ratio of male patients 
among the infected [3]; the trigger of the epidemic is thought to be an 
adult male who traveled to Asia during a large-scale rubella epidemic in 
2011 [4]. In addition, the routine rubella vaccination that began in 1997 
only targeted middle-school girls until the revision of the Vaccination 
Law; therefore, the males of this generation have low immunity 
against rubella [5]. According to the survey conducted in 2012, there 
was no difference in the antibody prevalence rate between males and 
females under 20 years old who were vaccinated, whereas coverage and 
antibody prevalence rate were lower in males 20 years of age or older. 
This tendency was more obvious in the generation that was 30 years or 
older, where only females were vaccinated [6]. In many countries other 
than Japan, adolescent female have been selectively targeted for rubella 
vaccination, thus the percentage of seronegative for rubella antibodies 
was higher in young adult males [7]. Although rubella can generally 
be considered to cause relatively asymptomatic mild infection, 
serious complications such as encephalitis, thrombocytopenia, and 
hemolytic anemia are sometimes reported [8-10], calling for vigilance 
for outbreaks. Rubella among adults is likely to be severe, with 30% of 
adult patients reportedly requiring hospitalization [11].

 Rubella infection in first-trimester pregnant women can result in 
congenital rubella syndrome (CRS), which causes serious complications 
such as heart disease, cataracts, hearing loss, liver splenomegaly, 
thrombocytopenia, diabetes, developmental delay, mental retardation, 
and small eye [12]. Thirty-two cases of CRS were reported in the 
epidemic year of 2013 [13]. The Ministry of Health, Labour and 
Welfare has deployed enlightenment programs for the prevention of a 
rapid increase in cases of rubella [14]. Whereas children are currently 
inoculated with the measles-rubella (MR) vaccine between one to 
two years of age and again between five to six years of age routinely 
in Japan, the government recommends additional rubella vaccination 
for couples who plan to conceive in order to prevent CRS. In response 
to this announcement, many municipalities across the country have 
implemented prevention programs, such as offering a subsidy for the 
rubella vaccination, often targeting women who are planning to get 
pregnant and their spouses.

 In Japan, the recent increase in security costs has added importance 
of efficient use of the social security allowance. An economic analysis 
of the vaccination program should be conducted in order to improve 
efficiency. Therefore, the aims of this study are to conduct a cost-benefit 
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analysis of the rubella vaccination for a couple planning pregnancy and 
to evaluate the program. 

Methods
Decision model structure and parameters

We constructed the model assuming additional rubella vaccination 
for couples who plan to conceive. We adopted a state-transition Markov 
model as the decision model to estimate the number of rubella patients. 
The structure of the model is shown in Figure 1. The model predicts 
the number of patients by defining multiple possible states of the 
cohort and simulating the dynamics of the cohort transiting between 
states. Most of the municipalities across the country target women 
who are planning to get pregnant and their spouses for the vaccination 
program. However, considering the occasionally fatal outcomes 
of CRS, a program targeted only females may also be considered to 
cope with the limited financial resources. Therefore, we constructed 
a program model that targets only females (the females program) in 
addition to the model targeting couples (the couples program) and 
compared the effects of the programs being implemented and not 
implemented, respectively. We set the cycle length as one year and 
followed 20 cycles. We assumed one million as the number of births 
by referring to the national vital statistics [15], and that the parents of 
the babies born were the target of the vaccination program. Therefore, 
the hypothetical cohort in this model is 2 million people, including 1 
million men and 1 million women. We assumed the age of the cohort to 
be 20-40 years, considering the reproductive and parenting age of the 
hypothetical cohort. Cost-benefit analysis has an advantage over cost-
effectiveness and cost-utility analysis, as it does not require complete 

data on all alternatives [16]. This study aimed to compare a program 
over a current one thus we did not take into account quality-adjusted 
life-years, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio, and other indices 
accounting for quality of life.

The parameters are described in Table 1. The parameters used 
in this model were assumed by referring to existing research and 
domestic data. We assumed the initial vaccine efficacy to be 95% based 
on Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) [17]. Assuming 
that the immunity acquired by vaccination sustains for life, or we 
did not consider the waning of the immunity acquired by the rubella 
vaccination [17]. It is generally considered that most adverse events 
following the measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine are attributable 
to the measles component, and the rubella vaccine is very safe [17]. 
The severe adverse events associated with the rubella vaccine, such as 
thrombocytopenia and encephalitis, rarely occur [18]. We determined 
the incidence of severe adverse events associated with the vaccine based 
on reports of incidence from domestic data [19]. 

Cost of vaccination program

We assumed the vaccine cost to be 6,000 yen per participant based 
on public information provided by medical institutions. To estimate 
the costs of the overall vaccination program, we multiplied the cost 
of one dose by the number of participants. Medical costs and indirect 
costs of adverse events were included in the costs of the vaccination 
program. 

Since, to our Knowledge, there is no literature on the coverage 
of the rubella vaccine among adults, we referred to the literature on 
other vaccination programs for children in order to assume coverage. 

 

Figure 1. Markov model.
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According to the report on vaccination programs for children, rubella 
vaccine coverage among children has been sustained at approximately 
90% [21]. It is likely to be difficult for adult vaccination programs 
to achieve coverage as high as child vaccination programs, as public 
health centers encourage parents to vaccinate their children. This is 
implied by the fact that even the highest coverage among adults is that 
for the influenza vaccine, which is nonetheless no greater than 40% 
[21]. So, we assumed the coverage of the rubella vaccine among adults 
to be 70% for the base case analysis and performed sensitivity analysis 
in the range of 40 to 100% as described below. 

Incidence and severity of rubella

Incidence was estimated from the infection surveillance data. 
Based on the chronological report of people of aged 20-40 years, we 
assumed the incidence among males and females separately [20]. The 
immunity of males is lower than that of females. While the prevalence 
of antibodies in females was 95% or more in their 20s and 30s, that 
in males was 90% in their 20s and 73-84% in their 30s [30], implying 

that antibody prevalence in males is lower than that in females, and 
males are more likely to transit to the infected state than are females. 
Both males and females transit to the immunized state after infection; 
therefore, they will not transit to the re-infected state in this model.

Since severe platelets purpura, acute encephalitis, meningitis, and 
liver failure were complications of rubella reported among adults [24], 
we defined the occurrence of these conditions as severe cases in this 
study. Except for these severe cases, we defined cases that required 
hospitalization as “moderate” and cases that required outpatient 
therapy as “mild” [11]. Moderate and mild cases included those with 
symptoms of conjunctivitis, headache, sore throat, arthralgia, cough, 
lymphadenopathy, and rash [11]. 

We estimated the incidence of CRS based on the incidence in each 
trimester of rubella-infected pregnant women [27]. Targeting couples 
planning pregnancy with a vaccination program in our study, we 
assumed that all women would give birth in the first year of the analysis. 
We did not consider pregnancies that were interrupted or multiple 

Parameter Value Unit References
Hypothetical cohort 2 million People Based on Japanese population
Time horizon 20 Years Assumed
Incidence (males) 42 Per 100,000 [20]
Incidence (females) 13 Per 100,000 [20]
Initial vaccine efficacy 95 % [17]
Antibody prevalence rate (males) 73-84 % [20]
Antibody prevalence rate (females) 95 % [20]
Cost of one vaccination 6000 Yen Assumed
Subsidy for one vaccination 3000 Yen Assumed
Coverage 70 % [21]
Indirect cost (males) 7033 Yen/day [22]
Indirect cost (females) 6032 Yen/day [22]
Lifetime income (discounted) 49,168 Thousand yen [22]
Deduction of living expenses 30 % Assumed
Discount rate 3 % [23]
Disease outcomes and medical costs
 (Rubella) 
Severity of rubella infection
 Severe (Hospitalized) 0.9 % [11][24]
 Moderate (Hospitalized) 66.1 % [24]
 Mild (Outpatient) 33.9 % [24]
Medical costs for rubella infection
 Severe (Hospitalized) 450-1,980 Thousand Yen [25]
 Moderate (Hospitalized) 320 Thousand Yen [25]
 Mild (Outpatient) 4 Thousand Yen [25]
Period of hospitalization or homecare for rubella infection
 Severe (Hospitalized) 15-36 Days [26]
 Moderate (Hospitalized) 11 Days [26]
 Mild (Outpatient) 5 Days [26]
Disease outcomes and medical costs
 (CRS) 
Incidence of CRS due to rubella infection during pregnancy 23.9 % [13][27]
Medical costs for CRS 250-10,450 Thousand Yen [12][25][28]
Mortality of CRS infants 37.0 % [28]
Total loss of productivity due to CRS complications 31.5 % [29]
Half loss of productivity due to CRS complications 31.5 % [29]
Lost productivity caused by infant death due to CRS 70,240 Thousand Yen [22]
Disease outcomes and medical costs
 (vaccine adverse event) 
Incidence of severe adverse event due to vaccine 0.0002 % [19]
Medical costs for severe adverse event due to vaccine 198 Ten thousand Yen [25]

Table 1. Parameters.
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births. For the second year of our analysis or later, we estimated the 
number of births with CRS from the age-specific fertility rate and the 
incidence of CRS. Since infection in pregnancy could lead to CRS even 
if the infection is subclinical, we took this into consideration for the 
estimation [31]. 

Medical and indirect costs

We multiplied the frequency of occurrence of each symptom by 
the associated medical expenses, obtained by referring to the Survey 
on Medical Benefit Expenditure, in order to calculate the costs of 
the whole vaccination program [25]. Further, assuming the duration 
of hospitalization for each symptom based on data obtained from 
the Patient Survey, we estimated the indirect costs as salary loss due 
to hospitalization [26]. Gender wage censuses were used to estimate 
indirect costs [22]. Likewise, each symptom of CRS, the associated 
medical expenses, and the indirect costs were estimated from the 
Survey on Medical Benefit Expenditure and the Patient Survey. 

A discount rate of 3% per year was used in this study [23].

Costs related to mortality and sequela of CRS-affected infants

We calculated the lost productivity due to CRS mortality by 
applying the 3% discount rate to the average lifetime income [22], using 
a 30% deduction for living expenses. According to previous studies, we 
assumed productivity losses of 0%, 50%, and 100% due to CRS sequela, 
and combined these with lost productivity [29].

Economic evaluation of the program

Estimation of the costs of the vaccination program is described 
above. 

The benefits of implementing the vaccination program were 
calculated by multiplying the number of cases averted by both medical 
costs and indirect costs. Medical costs of CRS and the lost productivity 
due to sequela were included in the calculation.

Economic evaluation was conducted using the benefit-cost ratio 
(BCR) and the net present value (NPV).

Analysis perspective

According to the guideline established by the Advisory Committee 
on Immunization Practices (ACIP), economic evaluations of 
vaccination programs should be conducted from the perspective of the 
society [32]. From the societal perspective, all medical expenditures 
incurred for rubella treatment and indirect costs are included in the 
costs of the program, and all averted medical expenditures, indirect 
costs, and lost productivity are included in the benefits of the program. 
In order to consider the administrative and the public views, we 
conducted the analysis form the following two perspectives. 

We defined the “payer’s perspective” as the perspective of the payer 
of the cost for healthcare service, including the agencies implementing 
the program. From the payer’s perspective, the costs include the 
subsidy provided for vaccination and 70% of the medical expenditure 
for the treatment of the rubella infection and vaccine adverse events, 
which is covered under public health insurance in Japan. While 80% 
of the medical expenditure for preschoolers is paid by public health 
insurance in Japan, local governments pay the remaining 20%. In this 
study, all medical expenditures for CRS-affected infants are included in 
the costs from the payer’s perspective.

We defined the “recipient’s perspective” as the perspective of 

subjects who have medical insurance. From the recipient’s perspective, 
the costs of the vaccination program include 30% of the medical 
expenditure for treatment of the rubella infection and vaccine adverse 
event, which is required as a copayment by adults. Indirect costs 
from the recipient’s perspective include costs such as salary loss due 
to hospitalization. Since the treatment of CRS-affected infants is 
practically free from the recipient’s perspective, as described above, the 
costs of vaccination do not include copayment for medical expenditure 
on treatment of infants. The lost productivity that results from CRS 
sequela or deaths was assumed to be borne by the recipient.

Sensitivity analysis

We performed sensitivity analysis on the parameters of cohort size, 
incidence, initial vaccine efficacy, vaccination cost, subsidy, coverage, 
medical cost, indirect cost, and discount rate. We conducted sensitivity 
analysis from the three perspectives described above, and evaluated the 
impact of each parameter.

Results
Number of rubella and CRS cases averted by the vaccination 
program

The numbers of rubella and CRS cases averted are shown in Table 
2. An estimated 5,564 rubella cases in men and 1,727 in women were 
averted in the base case analysis of the program for couples, and 1,727 
rubella cases in women were averted by the program for females. 
Thirty-four cases of CRS were also estimated as having been averted by 
both the program for couples and that for females.

Benefit-cost ratio and net present value from three 
perspectives

The upper half of the Table 3 shows the couples program result. The 
BCRs from the three perspectives were 0.13, 0.15, and 0.11, respectively. 
In addition, the NPV estimates were approximately -7,302 million yen, 
-3,578 million yen, and -3,726 million yen, respectively, as shown in 
Table 3. 

Similarly, the lower half of Table 3 summarizes the estimates for 
the females program. The BCRs were 0.09, 0.12, and 0.05, respectively. 
In addition, the NPV estimates were approximately -3,833 million yen, 
-1,840 million yen, and -1,994 million yen, respectively.

The lost productivity was calculated by adding economic loss 
resulting from deaths among CRS-affected infants and losses 
of productivity due to sequela. While lost productivity was not 
considered from the payer’s perspective, it was the same from the 
societal perspective and the recipient’s perspective, and estimated to be 
approximately 1,190 million yen. 

The estimated BCRs of the program for couples from the three 
perspectives, including lost productivity, were 0.27, 0.15, and 0.40, 
respectively. Additionally, the NPV estimates were -6,111 million yen, 
-3,578 million yen, and -2,534 million yen, respectively.

Similarly, the estimated BCRs of the program for females from 
the three perspectives, including lost productivity, were 0.37, 0.12, 
and 0.62, respectively. Additionally, the NPV estimates were -2,642 
million yen, -1,840 million yen, and -803 million yen, respectively. 
These results show that the females program shows higher BCR than 
that with couples program.
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Without program ① With program ② Averted cases ① - ②
For couples Males 8,368 2,804 5,564

Females 2,597 870 1,727
CRS 51 17 34

For females Only Males 8,368 8,368 0
Females 2,597 8,70 1,727
CRS 51 17 34

Table 2. Number of Cases of Rubella and CRS Averted by Program.

 (Perspective of analysis) Societal perspective Payer’s perspectived Recipient’s perspectivee

For couples Cost ① 8,406,323,252 4,204,426,277 4,203,793,951

Benefit ② 1,104,051,400 626,216,300 477,835,100

BCR (②/①)a 0.13 0.15 0.11

NPV (② - ①)b -7,302,271,853 -3,578,209,977 -3,725,958,851

Saved cost of lost productivity ③c 1,190,982,961 0 1,190,982,961
BCR including the saved cost of lost productivity
((② + ③)/①)

0.27 0.15 0.40

NPV including the saved cost of lost productivity
((② + ③)-①)

-6,111,288,891 -3,578,209,977 -2,534,975,890

For females Only Cost ① 4,203,137,161 2,102,196,013 2,101,882,297

Benefit ② 369,895,634 262,071,645 107,823,989

BCR (②/①) 0.09 0.12 0.05

NPV (② - ①) -3,833,241,527 -1,840,124,368 -1,994,058,308

Saved cost of lost productivity ③ 1,190,982,961 0 1,190,982,961
BCR including the saved cost of lost productivity
((② + ③)/①)

0.37 0.12 0.62

NPV including the saved cost of lost productivity
((② + ③) - ①)

-2,642,258,566 -1,840,124,368 -803,075,346

aBCR: Benefit-cost ratio
bNPV: Net present value
cSaved cost of lost productivity: the cost of 
productivity saved by avoiding infant death due to 
CRS
dPayer’s perspective: the perspective of the payer of 
the cost for healthcare services
eRecipient’s perspective: the perspective of subjects 
who have medical insurance

Table 3. BCR and NPV from Three Perspectives.

Sensitivity analysis

The results of the sensitivity analysis in the couples program 
considering lost productivity are shown in Table 4. 

Incidence was analyzed as ranging from 0.2 to 5.0 times the basic 
value. In cases of 5.0 times the basic value, the BCR from the societal 
perspective was 1.36 and the NPV was 3,010 million yen. From the 
recipient’s perspective, the estimate of the BCR was 1.96, and the 
estimate of the NPV was 4,110 million yen. The BCR from the payer’s 
perspective was 0.74.

When vaccination cost was 3,000 yen, benefits were significantly 
higher than the costs from the recipient’s perspective because the cost 
of the vaccination was equal to the subsidy, and the recipients had to 
incur no additional expense. Similarly, when the subsidy was 6,000 yen, 
the recipient had to incur no additional expense, and the benefits were 
significantly higher than the costs from the recipient’s perspective. 

By contrast, when the subsidy was zero, benefits were significantly 
higher than the costs from the payer’s perspective because the 
majority of the costs for the payer were used to provide the subsidy for 
vaccination. 

The NPV from the societal perspective was estimated to range 
from approximately -3,492 million yen to -8,730 million yen, with 

the sensitivity analysis of coverage ranging from 40 to 100%. Like 
the sensitivity analysis of coverage, the BCR did not change in any 
perspective. 

Medical costs were analyzed as ranging from 0.2 to 5.0 times the 
basic value, and the BCR from the societal perspective varied from 
0.19 to 0.67. The BCR from the societal perspective varied from 0.25 to 
0.40 with the sensitivity analysis of indirect costs ranging from 0.2 to 
5.0 times the basic value. The sensitivity analysis of the initial vaccine 
efficacy ranged from 90 to 100%, revealing that BCR and NPV did not 
vary significantly.

The range of discount rates considered in the analysis was 0 to 5%. 
When the discount rate was zero, benefits exceeded costs from the 
recipient’s perspective and the BCR was 1.07. In this case, the NPV was 
approximately 315 million yen.

The results of the sensitivity analysis of parameters in the females 
program considering lost productivity are shown in Table 5. Comparing 
the two programs, the BCR of the females program was higher than that 
of the couples program from the societal and recipient’s perspective for 
all parameters except discount rate. From the payer’s perspective, the 
BCR of the couples program was slightly higher than that of the females 
program from all perspectives. Conducting the sensitivity analysis on 
discount rate, the BCRs of the programs for couples and females were 
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not sensitive from the payer’s perspective, but were sensitive from the 
societal and recipient’s perspectives.

Additionally, the values for each parameters exceeding 1.0 for BCR 
are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

Discussion
Although vaccination programs involve a substantial expense, they 

are effective healthcare policy to prevent infectious disease. Since the 
rubella vaccination program targeting couples planning pregnancy 
has already been implemented in a number of municipalities in 
Japan, it is important to analyze economic dynamics in order to 

extract the maximum effectiveness with limited financial resources 
[33]. Furthermore, assessing the BCR and NPV in specific parameter 
settings by performing sensitivity analysis is important to compare the 
programs.

Analysis for basic parameter setting

In our model, the costs of the entire vaccination program for 
couples were more than 8.4 billion yen from the societal perspective. 
However, approximately 1.1 billion yen of medical costs and 1.2 billion 
yen of the cost of lost productivity due to CRS were prevented by 
the program. Therefore, the effective value of the entire vaccination 
program cost was approximately 6.1 billion yen, which was about 72% 

Parameter
 (Unit) 

Range Societal perspective Payer’s perspectived Recipient’s perspectivee 

 (BCR)b  (NPV)c (BCR) (NPV) (BCR) (NPV)

[Parameter value as 1 ≦ BCR]

Cohort Size
 (Million people) 

250 0.27 -7,639,111,114 0.15 -4,472,762,471 0.40 -3,168,719,862

150 0.27 -4,583,466,668 0.15 -2,683,657,483 0.40 -1,901,231,917
- - -

Incidence
(Times)

5.0 1.36 3,010,381,534 0.74 -1,101,810,374 1.98 4,110,294,933

0.2 0.05 -7,946,843,726 0.03 -4,078,952,850 0.08 -3,869,787,851
3.68 6.80 2.53

Initial Vaccine Efficacy
 (%) 

100 0.29 -5,990,497,609 0.16 -3,545,251,224 0.42 -2,447,143,360

90 0.26 -6,232,080,173 0.14 -3,611,168,730 0.38 -2,622,808,419

- - -
Vaccine Cost
 (Yen) 

9000 0.18 -10,311,288,891 0.15 -3,578,209,977 0.20 -6,734,975,890

3000 0.55 -1,911,288,891 0.15 -3,578,209,977 439.86 1,665,024,110
1635 - 4,189

Subsidy
 (Yen) 

6000 0.27 -6,111,288,891 0.07 -7,778,209,977 439.86 1,665,024,110

0 0.27 -6,111,288,891 141.48 621,790,023 0.20 -6,734,975,890
- 444 4,811

Coverage
 (%) 

100 0.27 -8,730,412,702 0.15 -5,111,728,539 0.40 -3,621,394,128

40 0.27 -3,492,165,081 0.15 -2,044,691,415 0.40 -1,448,557,651
- - -

Medical Cost
 (Times)

5.0 0.67 -2,788,478,317 0.74 -1,073,344,779 0.59 -1,717,030,514

0.2 0.19 -6,775,851,006 0.03 -4,079,183,017 0.36 -2,698,564,965
8.4 6.8 13.4

Indirect Cost
 (Times) 

5.0 0.40 -5,017,893,868 0.15 -3,578,209,977 0.66 -1,441,580,866

0.2 0.25 -6,329,967,896 0.15 -3,578,209,977 0.34 -2,753,654,895
23.4 - 10.3

Discount Rate
 (%) 

5 0.19 -6,842,330,859 0.13 -3,649,117,902 0.24 -3,195,109,932

0 0.63 -3,113,935,826 0.18 -3,430,755,069 1.07 314,922,267
- - 0

aSaved cost of lost productivity: the cost of 
productivity saved by avoiding infant death due to 
CRS
bBCR: Benefit-cost ratio
cNPV: Net present value
dPayer’s perspective: the perspective of the payer of 
the cost for healthcare services
eRecipient’s perspective: the perspective of subjects 
who have medical insurance

Table 4. Sensitivity Analysis of BCR and NPV Including the Saved Cost of Lost Productivitya
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Parameter
 (Unit) 

Range Societal perspective Payer’s perspectived Recipient’s perspectivee 
 (BCR)b  (NPV)c (BCR) (NPV) (BCR) (NPV)
[Parameter value as 1 ≤ BCR]

Cohort Size
 (Million people) 

250 0.37 -3,302,823,207 0.12 -2,300,155,460 0.62 -1,003,844,183

150 0.37 -1,981,693,924 0.12 -1,380,093,276 0.62 -602,306,510
- - -

Incidence
(Times)

5.0 1.86 3,594,788,766 0.62 -794,511,157 3.09 4,388,358,775

0.2 0.07 -3,890,909,567 0.02 -2,049,760,226 0.12 -1,842,090,489
2.70 8.05 1.62

Initial Vaccine Efficacy
 (%) 

100 0.39 -2,560,107,061 0.13 -1,826,331,123 0.65 -734,717,085

90 0.35 -2,724,410,071 0.12 -1,853,917,612 0.59 -871,433,607
- - -

Vaccine Cost
 (Yen) 

9000 0.25 -4,742,258,566 0.12 -1,840,124,368 0.31 -2,903,075,346

3000 0.74 -542,258,565 0.12 -1,840,124,368 690.01 1,296,924,654
2,225 - 4,852

Subsidy
 (Yen) 

6000 0.37 -2,642,258,566 0.06 -3,940,124,368 690.01 1,296,924,654

0 0.37 -2,642,258,566 119.34 259,875,632 0.31 -2,903,075,346
- 371 4,148

Coverage
 (%) 

100 0.37 -3,774,655,094 0.12 -2,628,749,097 0.62 -1,147,250,495

40 0.37 -1,509,862,038 0.12 -1,051,499,639 0.62 -458,900,198
- - -

Medical Cost
 (Times) 

5.0 0.67 -1,400,274,588 0.62 -791,837,786 0.71 -609,377,949

0.2 0.31 -2,890,655,361 0.02 -2,049,781,684 0.60 -841,814,825
9.6 8.1 17.6

Indirect Cost
 (Times) 

5.0 0.43 -2,404,660,008 0.12 -1,840,124,368 0.73 -565,476,788

0.2 0.36 -2,689,778,277 0.12 -1,840,124,368 0.60 -850,595,058
47.4 - 15.1

Discount Rate
 (%) 

5 0.12 -7,433,019,211 0.06 -3,940,124,368 0.17 -3,493,835,992

0 0.51 -4,137,242,765 0.06 -3,940,124,368 0.95 -198,059,545
- - -

aSaved cost of lost productivity: the cost of 
productivity saved by avoiding infant death due to 
CRS
bBCR: Benefit-cost ratio
cNPV: Net present value
dPayer’s perspective: the perspective of the payer of 
the cost for healthcare services
eRecipient’s perspective: the perspective of subjects 
who have medical insurance

Table 5. Sensitivity Analysis of BCR and NPV Including the Saved Cost of Lost Productivitya (Program for Females Only).

of the estimated total cost of the program. Thus, the effective value of 
the program was considerably lower than the estimated total cost of 
the program, which should be considered in evaluation of vaccination 
programs.

 As the number of participants in the females program was half 
that of the couples program, the cost was approximately half that of 
the couples program. From the perspective of preventing adult rubella, 
the BCR of the program for couples, which includes males, was higher 
than that of the program for females. However, from the perspective of 
preventing CRS, the BCR of the females-only program including lost 
productivity due to CRS mortality was higher than that of the couples 
program. Therefore, the program for females only was preferable to 
prevent CRS. 

Sensitivity analysis

Incidence was a sensitive parameter in the programs for couples 
and for females. It is believed that 15-50% of rubella cases are 
subclinical [17,28]. Additionally, differential diagnosis with measles 
is said to be difficult [11]. Considering these facts, the number of 
individuals infected with rubella is probably higher than the reported 
number. Greater accuracy of diagnosis and reports is needed in order 
to enhance the validity of economic analysis.

Vaccine cost was sensitive from the recipient’s perspective. When 
the vaccine cost decreased to 4,189 yen in the program for couples or 
4,852 yen in the program for females, the benefits exceeded the costs. 
When the vaccination cost is lowered, the burden on the subjects 
becomes lighter. Therefore, coverage is considered to increase with a 
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decrease in the vaccination cost. It is desirable to have a low vaccination 
cost in order to increase coverage. If the price difference between 
vaccine cost and subsidy is 1,189 yen in the couples program or 1,852 
yen in the females-only program, there is no effective value of costs 
from the recipient’s perspective.

On the other hand, subsidy was sensitive from the payer’s 
perspective. The economic burden on the healthcare payer would 
increase with the subsidy. If the subsidy of the couples program 
decreases to 444 yen, there is no effective value of cost of the vaccination 
program, and the healthcare payer has no economic burden. However, 
if the subsidy were suppressed, coverage would decrease as well. 
Therefore, considering the balance between subsidy and coverage is 
important.

The costs of the vaccination program would increase with coverage 
because the number of subjects being vaccinated would increase. 
However, the BCR would not change with coverage. 

There was no apparent change in the results of the analysis of 
medical costs and indirect costs from any perspective. This is because 
severe cases that require substantial medical expenses rarely develop in 
adult rubella, and indirect costs of salary lost because of hospitalization 
would not increase with short-term hospitalization.

Discount rate was a sensitive parameter for both the couples 
program and the females-only program. The BCR of the females-only 
program in particular tended to decrease when increasing the discount 
rate. This is because the lost productivity from CRS mortality was 
calculated from the average lifetime income, which is a sensitive value 
of the discount rate. Therefore, a policy that affects the adoption of 
healthcare programs in the long term should be economically evaluated 
using the discount rate. 

Future study

While not considered in this study, it is thought that cases exist 
of interrupted pregnancy when rubella is found in early pregnancy. A 
model considering economic burden due to pregnancy interruption is 
required in future study.

CRS survivors require special services for day-to-day life, and this 
cost would be borne by municipalities and health insurance payers. 
This cost was not considered in the current study; however, in this case, 
the costs from the payer’s perspective of averting rubella cases would be 
lower than what has been estimated in this study. These points should 
be considered in future study.

Finally, we evaluated the vaccination program by estimating 
the costs, the benefits, and the BCR. We also performed sensitivity 
analysis. However, analysis in this study only considered economic 
aspects. In subsequent studies, the program should be evaluated from 
the perspective of utility, and a cost-effectiveness analysis, which is an 
analytical method that combines economic aspects and effectiveness, 
should be done.

Conclusion
Rubella cases in 5,564 men and 1,727 women were estimated to 

have been averted, as well as 34 cases of CRS. The BCR of the program 
for couples, including the saved cost of lost productivity due to CRS, 
was 0.27, and the NPV was approximately -6.111 million yen from 
the societal perspective. Further, the BCR of the program for females 
was 0.34 and the NPV was -2,642 million yen from the societal 

perspective. Incidence, vaccination costs, and subsidy were relatively 
sensitive parameters. Overall, the vaccination program for females was 
preferable to that for couples.
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